
 
 

PIGS WILL BE PIGS 
Fun with Math and Money 

 
A Lesson Designed by E.A.Turner      

Written as presented to 3rd and 2nd graders                                                                                    
 

WHISPER is about the values of wisdom, honor, internal control, spirit, persistence, excellence, and 
relationships.  WHISPER was created by Lynn Barnes of KIPP Coastal Village.  

 
BOOK TITLE:    Pigs will be Pigs, Fun with Math and Money 
AUTHOR:   Amy Axelrod 
ILLUSTRATOR:   Sharon McGinley-Nally 
 
SYNOPSIS:  The Pig Family has no food in the house and wants to go out to eat.  Mrs. Pig forgot to 

go to the bank so they have no money.  They hunt for money around their house until 
they find $34.67, just enough for the family to go to the Enchanted Enchilada, their 
favorite restaurant.  This book is fun. 

 
QUESTION:  How much money did they collect?  How much did they have left after paying for their 

dinner?  Why do people think pigs are messy and dirty?    
 
SPANISH LINK: The entire menu from the Mexican restaurant appears in the book, so Spanish is woven 

into the story. 
 
MATH LINK:  The prices of all the food, the money collected, and the total cost of the meal are part of 
the story.  
 
WHISPER VALUES:  After reading, ask students to reflect on how these values are related to the book. 
Wisdom –  
Honor –  
Internal Control – The pigs might strive to improve by learn to control their messiness.   
Spirit – This book is fun.  The Pig Family has fun looking for money and going to the restaurant. 
Persistence – The Pig Family gathers every penny.  They persist until they have enough to pay for the meal. 
Excellence –  
Relationships – The Pigs work together to gather the money and they spend time together having fun. 
 
INQUIRY  
Investigation:  What does the $34.67 look like?    
Ideas:   
Innovation:    
Connections:      
Communication:     
Constructing Meaning:     
Curiosity:   



Design:   
Discovery:   
Discussion: What is a stereotype?  (A stereotype is a hard and fast image that is difficult to change.  It 
is a generalized idea about a group of people based upon incorrect information or experience with an 
individual.)  Why do people think pigs are messy and dirty?  This is a stereotype.      
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